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Abstract—Offline scheduling of Scheduled Traffic (ST) in
Time-Sensitive Networks (TSN) without taking into account the
quality of service of non-ST traffic, e.g., time-sensitive traffic
such as Audio-Video Bridging (AVB) traffic, can potentially cause
deadline misses for non-ST traffic. In this paper, we report
our ongoing work to propose a solution that, regardless of the
ST scheduling algorithm being used, can ensure meeting timing
requirements for non-ST traffic. To do this, we define a frame
called Guard Frame (GF) that will be scheduled together with
all ST frames. We show that a proper design for the GFs will
leave necessary porosity in the ST schedules to ensure that all
non-ST traffic will meet their timing requirements.

Index Terms—Time-Sensitive Networking (TSN), offline sched-
ule synthesis, AVB schedulability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since its introduction in 2012, Time Sensitive Networking
(TSN) has become one of the most relevant sets of standards
for the time-sensitive transmission of data. TSN provides
Ethernet with hard and soft real-time traffic transmission on
the same network, deterministic zero-jitter and low-latency
transmission, precise clock synchronization, and fault toler-
ance mechanisms. Thanks to these features, TSN has become
increasingly significant in areas such as automotive [1], au-
tomation [2], and energy distribution [3].

The relevant features related to traffic transmission consist
of a set of traffic shaping mechanisms. These mechanisms are
Strict Priority transmission, Time-Aware Shaping (TAS), and
Credit-Based Shaping (CBS), to name the major ones. Accord-
ing to the Strict Priority transmission, each frame belongs to
one of the eight different priority levels. In addition, depending
on the traffic shaper that is applied, one priority can belong
to one of the three basic classes of TSN traffic, including
Scheduled Traffic (ST), Audio-Video Bridging (AVB) traffic,
and Best Effort (BE) traffic. The ST commonly has the highest
priorities and is used for the transmission of time-triggered
traffic with strict timing requirements which are scheduled
offline. The offline schedule specifies in what time slot, also
called transmission window, the frame should be transmitted
in each link to meet its timing requirements. This makes ST
fully deterministic with zero jitter in the transmission. To do
this, the ST uses TAS which is able to interrupt any other
communication, regardless of its priority, to guarantee the
ST transmission without any interference. The AVB traffic
commonly has middle priorities and makes use of the CBS
which limits the amount of bandwidth it can use to improve
the Quality of Service (QoS) of lower-priority traffic. Finally,

the BE traffic commonly has the lowest priorities and does not
offer any real-time guarantees.

Although ST transmission via TAS brings determinism,
finding a proper schedule on a multi-hop TSN network is a
daunting task, which is known to be an NP-complete prob-
lem [4]. In particular, TAS brings a high flexibility compared
to similar time-division communication technologies, e.g.,
FlexRay, since in TAS a frame can be freely scheduled over the
timeline instead of allocating a dedicated window for all time-
triggered traffic. The high flexibility of ST frame scheduling
comes with a cost of schedule synthesis complexity and
several solutions have been proposed for that, e.g., constrained
programming-based solutions [4] and heuristics [5].

However, most of the proposed solutions to schedule ST
are customized to obtain optimum schedules for ST with very
little attention, if any, on the QoS of non-ST traffic (i.e.,
periodic and sporadic time-sensitive traffic such as AVB traffic,
functional safety data, or alarms). Certain schedules for ST
can potentially cause missing deadlines for non-ST traffic.
Few works have addressed such a problem, e.g., proposing
slacks after ST frames to ensure spaces for BE traffic [6] or
considering delay analysis of AVB inside the ST schedule [7].
Nevertheless, to the best of our knowledge, the solutions are
customized for a specific ST scheduling algorithm and none
of them guarantee meeting deadlines for all non-ST traffic.

In this paper, we report our ongoing work to propose a
solution, regardless of the scheduling algorithm being used,
to ensure that while we provide a schedule for ST, the non-
ST traffic meet their timing requirements. In order to do that,
we propose to use a fictitious frame, called Guard Frame
(GF), to be scheduled together with the other ST frames and
removed prior to deployment on the TSN network. We design
the GF in such a way that it restricts the ST distribution
throughout the schedule and generates a new ST distribution
with a porosity such that non-ST traffic will meet their timing
requirements. This restriction guarantees that, without the need
of reserving all the necessary resources for each non-ST frame,
if a feasible schedule for the restricted ST is obtained, the non-
ST frames will never experience deadline misses regardless
of their arrival time. Note that the solution is different than
simply reserving bandwidth for non-ST traffic since, due to the
TAS operation, all bandwidth not used for the ST is already
reserved for the non-ST traffic.



II. RELATED WORK

ST schedulers can be categorized into two groups: (i)
those based on Satisfiability Modulo Theorems (SMT) and
Optimization Modulo Theorems (OMT), and (ii) heuristics and
metaheuristics. SMT solvers explore variable combinations to
find optimal schedules by verifying logical statements’ satisfia-
bility. OMT solvers, an extension of SMT, optimize variables
based on user-defined objectives to improve scalability [8].
On the other hand, heuristic schedulers synthesize schedules
by assigning time slots frame by frame according to a pre-
established order. While faster, they offer lower schedulability
without guaranteeing optimality. Most of the work on ST
schedulers is based on the work presented in [9]. Among them,
[10] developed a GCL synthesis scheduler for ST in TSN,
and [11] introduced TSNSched, an SMT-based ST scheduler
utilizing TSN network models. Heuristic approaches, like [12],
[13], [14], focused on heuristics and GA-based solutions to
overcome high processing times of constraint programming-
based schedulers, although no comparisons were made with
SMT-based solutions. Additionally, [15] proposed a Tabu
search-based approach, prioritizing ST frame scheduling for
enhanced bandwidth utilization.

The above-presented schedulers only take into account the
ST to synthesize the schedule. However, this may limit, among
others, the QoS of non-ST traffic or the reconfigurability of
the network. For this reason, different authors have proposed
porous ST schedulers which leave blank spaces between
ST transmission windows. For example, in [16] the authors
presented strategies for the synthesis of porous schedules by
adding blank slots during the scheduling or after it. More-
over, the solution in [17] focuses on generating porous link
schedules to accommodate possible link failures by applying
a link repair post-processing procedure to find alternative
routes. Finally, the solution in [6] proposes to produce porous
schedules by scheduling the ST frames as close as possible to
the deadlines, maximizing the distance between ST transmis-
sion windows, or distributing the ST transmission windows
homogeneously over the hyper-period.

However, the solutions above show some limitations. First,
all of them are based on SMT or OMT solvers, so they are
time-consuming and not scalable. Moreover, since the goal is
to sparse, they can hardly optimize latency or other timing
metrics. In addition, most of them do not take into account
the specific requirements of non-ST traffic, thus the sparsity
generated may be higher than necessary. In this paper, we
propose an initial solution that (i) can be applied on any ST
scheduler; (ii) can guarantee that non-ST frames (e.g., AVB
frames) will meet their timing requirements.

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION

The main problem with scheduling ST without taking into
account non-ST traffic is that, although many schedules meet
the requirements of ST, not all of them may be suitable to
meet the requirements of non-ST traffic. This is because non-
ST frames have a maximum amount of interference from
ST that they can experience without missing their deadlines.

Therefore, we propose the design of a GF per link which is
scheduled along with the other ST frames and will be removed
from the schedule before its deployment. This ensures that the
necessary time slots will be available for the non-ST frames
to meet their deadlines regardless of their arrival time.

For example, imagine a network consisting of a single link
through which 5 ST frames each with size of 1 time unit (tu)
and period of 10 tu, and 1 non-ST frame of size 1 tu and
period 5 tu are sent through. We assume that their deadlines
are equal to their periods. In this case, if the ST is scheduled
without considering the requirements of the non-ST traffic,
and in addition we seek to minimize latency, the 5 ST frames
will be scheduled to occupy the first 5 time slots of the hyper-
period. This schedule is shown in Fig. 1 which leads to the
non-ST frame meeting its deadline if its arrival time is not
at the beginning of the hyper-period. However, if the non-ST
frame arrives at the beginning of the hyper-period it will miss
its deadline (as shown in Fig. 1).
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ST frame non-ST frame
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Fig. 1. Example of ST maximum interference.

In order to prevent the deadline misses for the non-ST frame
in this example, as shown in Fig. 2, it would be enough to
create a GF of size 1 tu and period 5 tu to free the necessary
slot for the non-ST frame to meet its deadlines. Following
we describe how the GFs should be designed to prevent the
deadline misses for the non-ST frames.

Consider a network consisting of L unidirectional links
l ∈ L through which F non-ST frames f ∈ F will be
transmitted through routes f.ζ = {li..ln} ∈ L where li is the
link connected to the source and ln is the link connected to
the destination. To design the GF of each link, i.e., determine
its size and period, all we need to know is the deadline of
each non-ST frame (f.d) since it corresponds to the maximum
interference that each non-ST frame f can experience along
the path from the source to the destination to meet its deadline.
This maximum interference is divided into two sources of
interference. The first source of interference for frame f is
called Maximum ST Interference (MSTIf ). The MSTIf
is the maximum ST interference that a frame f experiences
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Fig. 2. Example of GF preventing ST maximum interference.

which depends on the ST schedule. This value is per frame for
the entire frame route f.ζ, hence it will be distributed among
the different links that conform to it l ∈ f.ζ. The second
source of interference for frame f on link l ∈ f.ζ is called
Non-ST Interference (NSTIf,l). The NSTIf,l includes, apart
from transmission time of frame f , the maximum interference
that it can suffer from other causes such as interference from
unscheduled higher-priority traffic, interference from the same
priority, blocking of lower-priority traffic, and other delays
such as switch processing. The value of NSTIf,l can be
either dependent or independent of the ST interference. If the
NSTIf,l value is independent of the ST interference, it can
be calculated in advance; otherwise, it will be necessary to
know the MSTIf of each link to calculate it. Note that,

f.d = MSTIf +
∑
l∈f.ζ

NSTIf,l (1)

Above, we define that the deadline of frame f is equal
to all maximum interference by ST and non-ST traffic. Note
that MSTIf and

∑
l∈f.ζ NSTIf,l can be derived by adapting

any worst-case delay analysis, e.g., the response time analysis
given for TSN [18], which is the ongoing work.

We will now outline the requirements that must be met by
the GFs to ensure that all non-ST frames do not exceed their
MSTIf . We will start by considering schedulers with fixed
offsets and then extend the solution to variable offsets. In
fixed offset scheduling, ST frames are scheduled with constant
delays relative to the start of the period. For example, an ST
frame with a period of 5 tu can be scheduled to be transmitted
at times 0, 5, and 10 (with offset 0) or at times 2, 7, and 12
(with offset 2). This means that the offset is fixed for all ST
arrival instances in the timeline. In contrast, variable offset
scheduling allows for more flexible scheduling which allows
setting different offsets for each ST instance. For example,
transmitting the ST frame at 2, 5, and 11, giving offsets of
2, 0, and 1 for 3 instances of the ST frame. Our solution
considers both fixed and variable ST offsets scheduling.

First of all, we must distribute the MSTIf of each frame
among the links that conform to its route to get MSTIf,l.
This can be done uniformly, inversely proportional to the ST
load of each link, or by any other allocation method. Next, we
must specify the GF size and period for each link in a way that
for any given time interval MSTIf,l +NSTIf,l the amount
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Fig. 3. ST interference with variable offsets.

of ST interference does not exceed MSTIf,l. To this end, the
GF period and deadline of each link must be smaller than or
equal to the smallest sum of MSTIf,l and NSTIf,l, while
its utilization must be greater than or equal to the largest

NSTIf,l
(MSTIf,l +NSTIf,l)

(2)

Note that the GF is a fictitious frame and is not queued, hence
it should not be affected by any queuing condition during its
scheduling, only by the link scheduling allocation.

Previous GF definition ensures that no frame f traversing
the link l will experience an ST interference greater than
MSTIf,l in any time interval MSTIf,l+NSTIf,l regardless
of its arrival time if the offsets are fixed. However, if the
offsets are variable, depending on the arrival time, a non-ST
frame may experience more ST interference than MSTIf,l.
Retrieving the example of Figs. 1 and 2 we can now identify
how MSTIf,l and NSTIf,l are 4 tu and 1 tu, respectively. In
Fig. 3 we can see how the same GF with period 5 tu and size
1 tu does not guarantee that the non-ST frame will meet its
deadline. The variable offsets result in time instants in which
the ST interference exceeds the MSTIf,l. This is because for
certain arrival instants, the first and last instances of the GF
can be scheduled in such a way that both fall outside the time
interval MSTIf,l + NSTIf,l causing more ST interference
than allowed. In this case, to ensure that the MSTIf,l is never
exceeded, it is necessary to increase the utilization of the GF.

Given a GF of period T and size C that meets the conditions
previously stated for a fixed offsets scheduler, we define the
coefficient between the time interval MSTIf,l+NSTIf,l and
T as N :

N =
MSTIf,l +NSTIf,l

T
(3)

For a new GF of period T and size C ′ to always limit the
interference from ST to MSTIf,l with variable offsets, the
following condition must be met for all f in the link:

(N − 1)× C ′ +max(2× C ′ − T, 0)

MSTIf,l +NSTIf,l
≥ C

T
(4)

The above inequality has two parts. The right side represents
the utilization that GF should have at all times to meet
its objective, while the left side represents the utilization it
would have in the worst-case scenario in a given time interval
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Fig. 4. Example of GF preventing ST maximum interference with variable
offsets.

MSTIf,l + NSTIf,l with variable offsets. Operating with
Equation (3) we obtain:

(N − 1)× C ′ +max(2× C ′ − T, 0) ≥ N × C (5)

that in case 2× C ′ − T is negative the result is:

C ′ ≥ N

N − 1
× C (6)

This new value of C ′ ensures that the GF meets the necessary
schedule porosity to meet non-ST traffic time requirements
for an ST scheduler with variable offsets. Note that variable
offsets are less restrictive for the ST scheduler but it implies
a more bandwidth-intensive GF per link which is another
factor that can limit the schedulability. Returning once again
to the previous example, we see that by applying the solution
we obtain a GF of period 5 tu and size 3 tu. However, the
utilization of this new GF together with the ST frames exceeds
100% so to alleviate the load we will reduce the period to
2.5 tu. Finally, applying again the solution we obtain a GF
of period 2.5 tu and size 1 tu which, as shown in Fig. 4,
guarantees that the non-ST frame never misses its deadline.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, we have proposed a frame called Guard Frame
(GF). The solution consists of the design of a fictitious frame
per link that, after being scheduled together with the rest of the
ST frames and eliminated, generates a schedule with a porous
distribution of the ST frames that guarantees meeting non-ST
traffic deadlines. This solution is applicable to any type of
ST scheduling algorithm yet it requires the calculation of the
maximum interference that each frame can experience without
missing its deadline. In our ongoing work, we will develop a
method to calculate the maximum ST interference that any
non-ST frame can experience without missing its deadline by
modifying one of the existing worst-case delay analysis for
TSN networks. In addition, we will implement the GF in a
series of experiments with an existing scheduler to evaluate
its performance in terms of schedulability.
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